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Universitk Paris-Sud. LRI, 91405 Orsay, France 
Arthur-Merlin games were introduced recently by Babai in order to capture the 
intuitive notion of efficient, probabilistic proof systems. Considered as complexity 
classes, they are extensions of NP. It turned out that one exchange of messages 
between the two players is suflicient to simulate a constant number of interactions. 
Thus at most two new complexity classes survive at the constant levels of this new 
hierarchy: AM and MA, depending on who starts the communication. It is known 
that MA E AM. In this paper we answer an open problem of Babai: we construct 
an oracle C such that AM=- ZZpc # 0. Since MA’s Cpc, it follows that for some 
oracle C, MAC # AM’. Our prooftechnique is an extension of the technique used 
by Baker and Selman to show that Z: and I7: can be separated by some oracle. 
This result can be interpreted as evidence that with one exchange of messages, the 
proof system is stronger when Arthur starts the communication. 0 1989 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Two different formalizations of efficient, probabilistic proof systems were 
considered recently. Both are extensions of the well-known complexity class 
NP, if we view it as a proof system. The NP proof system consists of two 
participants: a prover who guesses the proof and the polynomial time deter- 
ministic verifier who checks if the proof is correct. 
The new proof systems permit randomization and more complex interac- 
tion between the participants. The verifier recieves more power: it becomes 
a polynomial time probabilistic Turing machine which can also accept 
statistical evidence as an argument. Moreover, the length of the interaction 
can be polynomial in function of the common input. In both cases a 
new complexity hierarchy arises which would collapse to NP if no ran- 
domization were permitted. 
In what Goldwasser, Micali, and Rackoff (1985) call an interactive proof 
system, there is no restriction on the way the verifier can use the outcome 
of his coin tosses: he can perform a polynomial time computation to deter- 
mine the next message. The prover who has unlimited computational 
power chooses the message which is the most likely to convince the verifier. 
The verifier sends the first message, and at the end, he accepts or rejects. 
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An interactive proof system recognizes a language L, if for every input 
x E L, the prover can make the verifier accept with probability > 3, and for 
every x E L, this probability is 6 + against every prover. The IP hierarchy is 
defined as follows: LE IP[k], if there exists a k-move interactive proof 
system which recognizes L. 
Babai (1985) defined another proof system by the combinatorial 
Arthur-Merlin games. Here Arthur is the polynomial time probabilistic 
verifier and Merlin is the powerful prover. The difference between the two 
proof systems is that the moves Arthur can make during the interactions 
are restricted to coin flipping and sending the outcomes to Merlin. Either 
Merlin of Arthur can start the game on the common output x, and at the 
end, after a polynomial time evaluation Arthur accepts or rejects (Merlin 
wins or loses). A language L is accepted by an Arthur-Merlin game if for 
every XE L, Merlin wins with probability 24, and for every XEL, the 
probability that Merlin wins is <$ even for an optimal Merlin, Thus an 
Arthur-Merlin game is a special interactive proof system. Babai defined the 
Arthur-Merlin hierarchy, where AM[k] is the set of languages recognized 
by a k-move Arthur-Merlin game, when Arthur starts the game; MA[k] is 
defined similarily except that Merlin moves first. The complexity class 
AM[2] is denoted by AM and MA [2] by MA. 
The class AM is of particular importance, because Babai showed that the 
constant levels of the hierarchy for k > 2 collapse to AM, i.e., for all 
k > 2, AM[k] = MA[k] = AM. Moreover, he showed that MA E AM, 
MA E EC, and AM E f7;. These results relativize, thus for all oracles B, 
MABsAMB. 
In a surprising result Goldwasser and Sipser (1986) showed that hiding 
the verifier’s coin tosses does not increase the power of the proof system. 
More precisely, they proved that for every polynomial p(n), IP[p(n)] c 
AM[p(n) + 21. Combined with Babai’s result, we get that for every 
constant k > 2, IP[k] = AM. 
The open problems in (Babai, 1985) include the exact relationship 
between the classes AM[ p(n)] and AM, and between the classes AM and 
MA. Recently Aiello, Goldwasser, and Hastad (1986) proved that for any 
unbounded function f(n), there exists an oracle B such that AMB[f(n)] is 
not contained in the polynomial hierarchy relativized to B. As a corollary, 
for this oracle B, AMB# AMB[f(n)]. This result provides evidence that 
polynomial interaction may yield a proof system more powerful than AM. 
In this paper we consider Babai’s other open problem. We will show that 
there exists an oracle C such that AM= - CFc # Iz(. As a corollary, for 
some oracle C, MAC # AMC. This result provides some evidence that MA 
games are not strong enough to simulate AM games. As usual with oracle 
constructions, it follows from this result that proof techniques which 
relativize cannot show the equality of the classes AM and MA. 
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The construction of our oracle is similar to that of Baker and Selman 
(1979) for separating Cp and Z7:. They constructed an oracle E such that 
for some oracle dependent language LB, LB E CpB - ZIpB. By complemen- 
tation, this implies that LB E fl? B - A’? B. As it is, EB does not need to be in 
AMB, but it is possible to construct a modified oracle C such that 
AMC - CTc contains a language L(C), which is a variant of LB. It is 
somewhat surprising that the complemented version of the Baker-Selman 
proof technique can be modified to give the desired construction. 
Naturally, the original BakerrSelman oracle could not be modified to yield 
a language in MA ’ - n? c, as Babai’s results imply that MAC - I72 c = 0. 
Thus one would rather expect some new ideas from the start up which do 
not carry through for complements. 
In related works, some pieces of evidence were found that co-NP is not 
contained in AM. Fortnow and Sipser (in Goldwasser and Sipser, 1986) 
showed that there exists an oracle F such that co-NPF is not contained in 
AMFIPoly] Boppana, Hastad, Zachos (1988) proved that if co-NP is 
contained in AM, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to .X;. 
2. THE RELATIVIZED CLASSES 
In a relativized AM or MA game, Arthur can make polynomially many 
calls to some oracle. Merlin has already unlimited computational power, 
thus he does not need this additional capability. As Arthur’s messages are 
restricted to the results of his coin tosses, he makes the oracle queries at the 
end of the game in the polynomial time evaluation. 
We will use the following notation (see, e.g., Zachos, 1986): If Q(x) is a 
relation over a finite set X, then 3’xQ(x) means that Q(x) is true for at 
least 2 of the elements in X. 
DEFINITION. Let C be an oracle. A language L is in AMC if there exists 
a polynomial time relation RC relativized to C and a polynomial p(n) such 
that for all x, 
x~L*J+y(l YI Gp(lxl)) WI4 ~p(lxl))R=k y, z) 
and 
x~~*3+y(lyl ~p(lxl))~4l4 ~~P(l-d))--~k y,z). 
Similarily, a language L is in MAC if 
x~L~3y(lyl~p~lxl))~+~~l~l~~~l~O~~~~~,~,~~ 
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and 
xEL=>yY(Iyl <p(lxl))~‘z(lf ~P(I4))-wx~ YTZ). 
Finally, a language L is in Z2p.’ if 
X~LO3Y(lYl ~P(l4))wlzI G(lxl)w(x~ Y,Z). (1) 
We suppose that all the languages are defined over the alphabet (0, 11. 
In the proof we will use the following oracle-dependent language: 
L(C)=(0”:3+u(lul=n)3u(lul=n)uoEC} 
The language L(C) in general is not in A@. However, if the oracle C 
satisfies the property, for all n, 
or (2) 
then L(C) is in A@‘. 
3. THE CONSTRUCTION 
THEOREM. There exists an oracle C such that A@ - Ccc # Qr. 
Proof: The oracle C shall satisfy (2). To ensure that L(C) does not 
belong to ,ZTc, we will diagonalize over all languages in Ccc. The 
diagonalization is done one by one over every polynomial time relativized 
relation RC and polynomial p(n). 
Let us suppose that at the previous stages of the diagonalization we have 
already constructed some finite initial segment D of C, and that we are 
given a query machine A4 which computes RC with oracle C, and a 
polynomial p(n). Let q(n) be a polynomial such that for all n, the car- 
dinality of words of length < p(n) is < 2 q(n) Let r(n) be a polynomial such .
that MC is bounded in time r(n) on input (On, y, z) for every y and z of 
length <p(n). We choose an integer n large enough such that all the 
previous stages remain unaffected by the extension of D with words of 
length 2n. Moreover, n should be big enough to satisfy some inequalities 
about q(n) and r(n) to be specified at the end of the proof. We want to 
extend D with some words of length 2n such that for n, C should satisfy (2) 
but x = 0” and L = L(C) do not satisfy (1). If we can achieve this, then the 
diagonalization is successful over the Z’Tc language defined by RC and 
p(n). Let us observe that for all n such that C contains no words of length 
2n, condition (2) is satisfied. 
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Let us assume, on the contrary, that this is impossible. Then for every 
extension C of D with words of length 2n, we have the relations 
3+u3uuuEC*3yvzRC(O”, y,z) (3) 
3+uVvuvEC~vy3zlRC(O",y,z). (4) 
In (3) and (4) u and u are words of length n, y and z are words of length 
<p(n). We will use the same convention in the rest of the proof and omit 
the restriction on the length of the words. 
A set is called after Baker and Selman a sample set, if for all u there 
exists a unique u such that uv E S, and S does not contain any other 
elements. The cardinality of a sample set is 2”, and there are 2”*” different 
sample sets. From (3) it follows that for every sample set S, there exists a ~1 
such that QzRDuS (0”, y, z). Thus there exists a word y such that the car- 
dinality of the sample sets for which VzRDuS(O”, y, z) is true, is a2”2n-y(n’. 
Let j be such a word, and let us define 
T,,= {S:Sis a sample set, Vz RDus(O”, .V, z)}. (5) 
For i = 0, 1, . . . . 2”-’ we will define sets Ti and Zi with the properties: 
(i) IT,122 n*"-lrlogr(n)~y(n) 3 
(ii) JZil = i, 
(iii) ZjG c){s:sE Tj}, 
(iv) T, G To. 
For i = 0 we have already To; Z, can be chosen to be the empty set. Let us 
suppose that Ti and Zj are already defined. For every SE Ti, by (iv) 
and (5) 
Vz RDuS(O”, j, z). 
On the other hand, since lZil < 2’-*, (4) implies that 
3z 1 RDuzi(O”, 7, z). 
Let 5 be such a z. It follows that for all SE Ti, there exists a word 
WES-Zi such that MDuz queries w  on (0”, j, 2). The running time of M 
is bounded by r(n), thus MD” zt can query at most r(n) different words on 
(0”, j, 2). Thus there exists a word W such that 
We define Ti+ , = {SET~:CES-Z~}, and Zi+i=Ziu(W}. Now (i) is 
satisfied, because 
IT,+~l3lTillr(n)~2 nZ"-ilogr(n)-q(n)~logr(n) 
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Conditions (ii), (iii), and (iv) are satisfied by definition. We can observe a 
contradiction, when i = 2”- 2. From (i) it follows that 
IT2”-21 22 n2”~2”-2logr(n)~y(n) 
On the other hand, 
where [Z2nm21 =2”P2. Thus 
IT2n-21 62 n(2”p 2”-2) < 2”2n~2”~2logr(n)-y(n) 9 
if we choose for example n such that q(n) < 2”P2 and r(n) < 2”-‘. Q.E.D. 
Let us remark that the additional constraint in our construction com- 
pared to the complemented version of the Baker-Selman oracle imposes an 
upper bound on the indices for which we are able to define the sets Zi and 
Ti. If i> 2*-‘, then the size of Zi becomes >2”-*, thus we cannot use (4) 
anymore. The important observation is, that if we stop the construction 
when i=2”p2, we already have a contradiction between the lower bound 
and the upper bound on the size of T,. Thus we do not have to reach i = n, 
where the original construction stopped. 
COROLLARY. There exists an oracle C such that AMC # MAC. 
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